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The usual regulatory strategy for imperfectly understood risks is to regulate these hazards more
stringently than would be dictated by myopic benefit-cost concerns. When downward irreversibilities are present and there are opportunities for learning more about the iis? over time, it is
optimal to under-regulate the risk initially and then tighten the regulatory re+irements after
adverse information is acquired. Upward irreversibilities that limit the ability to augment the
health and safety investment level create the opposite result. The expected value of perfect prior
information is a decreasing function of the probability of acquiring future risk information and
the probability that the risk will be discovered to be severe.

1. Introduction

A principal characteristic of risk regulation policies is that there is seldom
full information about the nature of the risk being regulated.
particular are often not well understood by either the individ
bear the risk or those who design regulatory policies. Indeed, if the
implications of these hazards were known with precision, there would be
little basis for government intervention if there are no externalities to society
at large (e.g., altruistic concerns with individual health). Fully compensating
differentials would be observed for market-traded risks, and market outcomes would be efficient.
This lack of knowledge takes on increased economic interest when coupled
with the possibility of learning more about the nature of the risk‘over time.
In the case of the U.S. epartment of Labor’s carcinogen policy, for
example, the regulatory cost ranged from $330 billion to $850 billion (present
value), where the breadth of this range
regarding the implications of future scie
frequent scenario is that of increasingly adverse SC
to more stringent regulation, as in the case of a
ilable which sugges
scientific evidence becomes
previously been overestimate
partic
*This research was supported by the Center for the Study of Business
‘These estimates are discussed in Viscusi (1983b).
0167-6296/84/$3.00 0 1984, Elsevier Science
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Academy of Sciences (1982) analysis that questioned the existence of any
scientific evidence of a link between cotton dust exposures and chronic
byssinosis. This report led to a governmental review of the existing cotton
dust regulations. 2 Unless policymakers systematically misassess risk levels,
there should be the potential for acquiring information that is either more or
less favorable than the beliefs on which the initial policy was based.
Although a frequent policy approach in such situations has been to
regulate risks that are not well understood more stringently than better
known risks, there has been no formal economic basis for this strategy. Here
I will explore whether there should be any deviation from policies based on
myopic concerns and, if so, in what direction and based on which considerations. I will show that if there is a downward rigidity in selecting the health
and safety investment levels, it is preferable to under-regulate compared to
the myopic case rather than over-regulate. The opposite emphasis is desirable
if it is increases in health and safety that are difficult to achieve.
In section 2 I structure the policy choice problem. The primary difference
of this situation from a conventional single-period risk regulation problem is
that there is a chance of acquiring additional information about the risk, and
there are adjustment costs involved in altering enterprise inves^&rentsthat are
*nade in response to the initial regulatory policies. Shifts in regulatory policy
consequently are not costless, and the primary issue is how the structure of
the uncertainty regarding the risk influences the optimal design of regulatory
policies.
In section 3 I analyze various features of the optimal policy choice. I will
explore both the comparative statics and the key analytic underpinnings of
the model - the role of increasing information over time and the nature of
one’s assumptions regarding the adjustment costs incurred when there are
shifts in regulatory policy.
ulatiun underuncertainty
In most risk regulation situations, there is a large element of uncertainty.
The probability of adverse effects from a risk exposure are not well known,
and the severity of these impacts also may be unclear. Present regulation of
textile workers’ cotton dust exposure, for example, is based- on rather crude
estimates of the dose-response relationships between cotton dust exposures
and various grades of byssinosis for a population whose cumulative lifetime
exposure to cotton dust will be qu different from that o current workers,
even in the absence of regulation.3
r any given byssinosi grade (measured
in terms of lung function loss), the health impact in terms of future
2The policy was not revised after the OMB and OSHA review in 1983, in large part because
firms that had already complied with the standard lobbied against relaxat&.
‘See Centaur Associates (1983, esp. ch. 5).
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progression of the disease and possible disability is also not well understood.
These inadequacies are not the exception. The scientific basis underlying
carcinogenic regulations is typically even weaker since it is often based on
extrapolations using animal bioassays, which may have limited relevance to
the risks posed to humans. In addition, the lower levels of exposure to
humans may create quite different risks per unit of exposure than do the
mu& higher levels of exposure for animals in these tests. ther forms of
scientific evidence, such as the use of in vitro tests and reliance on prior
knowledge of the molecular structure are potentially even more unreliable.4
The lack of precise knowledge in turn creates difficulties for individual
risk-taking decisions. Unlike readily monitorable safety risks, health hazards
often pose risks that are not well understood by those facing the risk. In
addition, the level of risk is often quite low, which may create a potential
market failure if individuals have difficultg processing information about low
probability events, as some studies suggest.5 The presence of long time lags
of a decade or more for chronic illnesses to bec)me apparent further
complicates individual decisions.
The assumption I will make here is that the government has superior
information about these risks so that there is a legitimate basis for
intervention. Government agencies have greater ability to pool information
from different sources, increasing the precision of their risk judgments. In
addition, through the specialized scientific expertise of its staff and consultants, these agencies can potentially interpret the implications of the available .
scientific evidence more accurately. Whether or not there is such differential
information in practice depends on the particular policy context. Some
hazards are well publicized, such as those associated with cigarette smoking.
Moreover, some risks may vary with one’s personal characteristics (e.g.,
exercise or diet) so that the exposed individual may be able to better assess
his particular risk.
Although the uncertainties regarding the actual risk level span a continuum of possibilities, here I will simplify this structure by considering a
situation in Nhich there are two possible states of the world. These two states
could pertain to the risk probability level, the severity level, or the overall
expected loss. The implications of the modei are identical in all three
situations. For concreteness I will focus on the situation in which the severity
of the loss is uncertain. In state a, the adverse effect of the risk imposes a loss
ya, and in state b, it imposes a loss y,, where

4See Weinstein (1979) for an excellent review of alternative sources of information.
‘Kunreuther’s (1976) analysis of flood control insurance purchases suggested that consumers
systematically underassessed the flood risks they faced. Also, see Fischhoff et al. (1981) for a
comprehensive review of these risk perception issues. Although individuals may not always
uite
behave in a manner that is consistent with the
different issue from how they should make risk decis
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There is a probability q that state a prevails and 1-q that state b holds. In
the absence of the possibility of acquiring any additional information, one
should operate on the brsis of the expected loss _ii,where
J=qY,+(l--dYb-

(1)

Policies based only on prior information are thus assumed to be guided by
unbiased risk assessments
This formulation of the payof& does not assume that all participants are
risk neutral. There is no restriction on whether the beneficiaries of the risk
regulations display risk neutrality. Whether they are or not may affect the
level of y, and yb but not whether there is a cost imposed by the risk,
provided that all individuals would rather be healthy than not. Based on
these individual preferences, plqand yb reflect the willingness to pay to avoid
these health outcomes by those affected by the policies. The value of jj
reflects the expected willingness to pay to avoid these health risks, but this
tally of social benefits need not be adjusted for society’s risk aversion since
society as a whole should be risk neutral unless the effects of the risk are
particularly catastrophic. The attitudes toward health and risk of only those
affected by the policy should.. consequently be incorporated in the policy
evaluation process. There is no economic justification for treating these
preferences any dflerently from other components in benefit-cost analyses?
Although there is legitimate controversy over what the particular dollarsrisk tradeoff should be, the importance of making such tradeoffs is generally
recognized by economists.7 More specifically, I will utilize a benefit+zost
criterion as the index of a policy’s desirability. Provided that costs enter the
policy objectives in a meaningful way, other formulations should yield similar
results.
Government agencies typically adopt a much narrower risk-oriented
approach. OSHA attempts to eliminate all ‘significant’ risks, the CPSC
regulates all ‘unreasonable’ risks, FDA pharmaceutical regulations attempt to
eliminate all ‘substantial’ risks, and EPArs Clean Air Act attempts to provide
a ‘margin of safety’ beyond the no risk level. Rigid policies of this type
cannot be justified on a conventional economic basis. Moreover, as I wiil
demonstrate below, the uncertainties created by dimly understood policies
may suggest that there should be a quite dflerent emphasis in the regulatory
approach.
The ris regulation problem becomes inore complex if there is the
opportunity
for learning more about the health risk over time. Although J is
the risk assessment in period 0, in each period in this infinite time horizon
‘See Stobey and Zeckhauser (1978) for textbook treatment of this issue.
‘See, for example, the studies by Crabowski and Vernon (1983), Harrison (1981), Viscusi
(1983a, b) a
einsteia (1979).
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problem I will assume that there is a probability p that one will obtaiu
perfect information regarding the true state of the world. This discrete jump
in available knowledge more closely resembles the acquisition of scientific
information rather than a more gradual information acquisition process.
Alternative forms of learning, such as through observing whether or not
anticipated adverse health effects actually occur, lead to similar conclusions
to those reached below, particularly in the case of large sample sizes, when
the models become equivalent. For most carcinogens, the long time lags
involved and the associated difficulties in running a well controlled epidemiologic study make laboratory experiments and clinical tests (e.g., for pharmaceuticals) the primary source of risk information.
The optimal regulatory policy hinges on its net benefits, where for
purposes of this analysis I will assume that the government selects firms’
safety levels in state i, xi. The government can do this in practice through an
‘appropriate penalty for risk or by specifying a technology-based standard
that will lead to an equivalent outcome. Subscript 0 denotes the situation
before risk information is acquired, while subscripts a and b denote periods
after which it is learned that states a and b, respectively, prevail. I will scale
the safety level as a probability so that 05 xi 4 1, where 1 -xi represents the
probability of an adverse outcome for each unit of output. The context of the
safety decision could be job hazards facing workers, product risks incurred
by consumers, or risks to society at large (e.g., nuclear safety). The model
imposes no restrictions in this regard except those generated by the focus on
safety per unit output.’ Whether the government influences xi through safety
standards or some type of penalty is also not of consequence for the model
considered here.
To attain any safety level xi the firm must invest in safety-related eapital.
Occupational and environmental safety regulations invariably take the form
of specification requirements for the technology of the workplace or performance standards regarding permissible exposure levels, which in practice
strongly influence the technological choice. Product safety requirements have
a similar specification standard focus except that it is the characteristics of
the product line that must meet the standards. For ex
requires that all hairdryers not contain any asbestos.
generate fixed costs of product development and retooling.
Rather than focus on expenditures within particular periods,
these capital allocations as being amortized over an infinite ti
where the influence of depreciation is not explicitly considered smce
no essential roleeg The safety expenditures enter the analysis
‘B focusing on unit costs I am abstracting from the feedback effects of risk regulations on
outpit. These interdependencies are the fows of Viscusi (1983a).
latio
gArrow (1968, p. 5) abstracts from the role of depreciation in a capital invest
based on an analogous justification.
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term C(xi), which is the per-period rental and operating cost of the safetyrelated capital associated with the safety level xi, where
C’>O and

C”>O.

If we let s be the product price, the net unit benefits less costs V0in each
period before information is acquired is given by the product price less unit
production costs and the expected losses associated with the risk, or
V*=s-C(x,)-(l-&))jE
Possible market-based risk premiums are subsumed into the final term,
which represents the total expected loss to society due to the ris!;. A fully
efficient market will be based on accurate perceptions of x0 and unit risk
premiums equal to jj. In order to retain a viable role for government
regulation in this model, I will assume that market compensation levels are
not sufficiently large to induce efficient market outcomes. This would occur
if, for example, individuals underassessed the risk level.
Upon learning that state a prevails, the perceived severity of the risk will
increase, making it desirable to select a higher safety level by picking somelo

If we let r denote the rate of interest, the value
infinite period is

%

of being in state a for an

v,=&---k#7)-_(~-x,)YlJlr,
which leads to the first-order condition
c’=y,.

Eq. (2) implicitly defines the optimal x,S as a function of y4, a relationship I
will call X(y,). The value of II, evaluated at JC~will be denoted by Vz, or

If state 6 occurs, the severity of the risk will be less than was believed
initially, and it will be desirable to relax the safety level. If such changes are
costless to make, the problem of choosing x0 in the initial period will reduce
to a
ypically, the adjustment costs are substantial, in large
of eqs. (2) and (7) is that the initial x0 will be below the optimal choice in
state a.
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part because of the difficulty in selling one’s capital stock, due to the
presence of installation costs and costs of adapting specialized equipment to
another use.
These impediments may create adjustment costs for any shift in the safety
level. I will distinguish two extreme types of such costs, which 1 will term
downward irreversibility and upward irreversibility.
th downward irreversibility the health and safety level cannot be reduced and with upward
irreversibility it cannot be enhanced. The irreversibility pertains to the
technical feasibility of altering the level of health and safety capital rather
than any likely invariance in future regulatory policy.
The literature on irreversible investments deals primarily with situations
that I place in the downward irreversibility category. Under this formulation,
which was introduced by Arrow (1968) and is widely used in the environmental literature [see Fisher (1981)], there is complete freedom to augment
one’s initial investment, but there is complete downward rigidity. This
framework is most appropriate when the irreversibility pertains to the capital
investments associated with compliance with the health regulation.
example, the outcome of EPA’s screening process for pesticides and toxic
chemicals will affect subsequent production decisions, and QSNA hazard
exposure rules will affect firms’ technological choices.
Although the downward irreversibility framework is suitable for many
contexts of capital investments, in some instances there may be severe
impediments to augmenting the health-related capital investments. The costs
of removing asbestos from schools is one prominent example. Upward
irreversibilities are particularly likely to occur in situations in which firms
make capital investments in health and safety in response to the regulations.
In some cases, particularly those involving global risks, the irreversibility
pertains to failures to invest. If, for example, there will be an irreversible
greenhouse effect if we do not take action to limit the burning of fossil fuels,
there is no downward limit on the adverse environmental quality level. Nondegradable substances such as DDT similarly pose permanent health risks.
The limit is in the upward direction if we can never decrease the risk level
once it has risen. The development below will be in terms of the usual
downward irreversibility case, but I will indicate how the results are altered
by changing the irreversibility assumption.
Since the firm cannot diminish the safety-related capital level governed by
its initial safety choice if it faces a situation of downward irreversibility, xb
equals the initial safety level, or
(3

X&=x&
and the optimal Vf level is simpiy
) -( 1 -$)y&/r.
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The initial period choice of x0 consequently influences both the payoffs in
the no information situation and the rewards in state b. The structure of the
roblem is summarized in fig. 1. The choice of x0 influences the
immediate payoff Vo,where there is a probability 1 -p of remaining in the
state in each successive period. Once information is acquired, which is an
event that occurs with probability p in each period, the rewards are Vz with
probability q and Vt with probability l-q, where x0 is the safety level in
state b.
Unfavorable
Information,
Severity = Ya
Vz(Va)

1-P

Select xi

V,(V)
Select xt

v;(vb)
Favorable

Irreversibility
Constraint Binding,

Information,

severity
= yb

Set

-

X;=X;

Fig 1. Structure of the regulatory decision.

Letting /3 be l/( 1+ Y),the net payoffs W from any initial decision, assuming
optimal decisions thereafter, are given by

so that the initial problem is to
max

)l(WW -Pb

*o

e first-order condition takes the general form

b+
iO?l

1 -q)vf

=Q.

ing

(4)
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Since

and

eq. (5) can be solved in terms of the underlying functio s comprising V. and
Vt to yield

c’=(Y+ibu-4)YiMl

+/Ml -4))=Y%

where yg denotes the value to which C’ is equated when setting the initial
safety level.
The primary policy concern is whether one should regulate more or less
stringently when compared with myopic policy decisions. ore specifically,
how does yg compare with j2 From eqs. (1) and (7), we can show that

provided that there is some non-trivial information lottery (0 <q < 1). ]It is
consequently desirable to set a lower risk standard initially tha
adopted with a myopic policy and then tighten it if additio
information becomes available. The source of this effect is the desire to avoid
the efficiencylosses associated with downward irreversibility. So long as there
is any non-zero probability that the irreversibility constraint will be binding,
one should regulate imperfectly understood risks less stringently than in the
situation where there is no opportunity to acquire infsrmation.
but in some instances
This type of relative emphasis remains the ex
carcinogen policy, for
it is reflected in the policy design process. The
example, links the stringency of the regulation to the extent of scientifi
has established two varieties of carcinogens, category
;nformation. OS
ere the distinguishing feature of these groups is the
and category II
strength of the scienttic evidence. A possible carcinogen is in category
has bee;l shown to be an occu
term bioassay that

J.H.E.--C
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These results hold when the government policy choice is either with
respect to a specification standard or a risk penalty. The optimal safety level
an h a&&d
either by setting technology-based standards that satisfy eqs.
nalty schedule that t
m
(31 ad
(7) or by adopting the following
riods before information is
will react to in their choice of xi :jj in all
;ecqir&,
ya after learning that state a prevails, and y6 after learning that
state b prevails. Fims could then select the appropriate xi’s on a decentraJized basis provided that this schedule is known at the time x0 is selected,
and the probabilities p and q are perceived accurately. The
sumptions are
rnment seldom
ovides accurate
quite strong, particularly since the
information regarding future policy s
Rather than assuming that firms
perfect for ssi t regarding future
on might be that fms respond
policy changes, a more realistic
regulatory policies. This myopic
myopically to the incentives cre
ulties in the post-information states, but in the preresponse creates no
information situati
sions will be distorted to the extent that firms do
not take into account the( possilbility that a future relaxation of the penalty
will lead to a situation in which the downward irreversibility constraint is
binding. If the government were to set the initial penalty level equal to y&
myopic choice of x0 would b: &Went. Since y$ is below j& in effect the
‘government shou- .mpose a Lvaer initial penalty if fms respond myopically
to their environment.
These conclusions are reversed if the nature of the adjustment costs is
primarily in the upward direction. In situations of upward irreversibility, it
will be desirable to regulate more stringently than one would with myopic
policy decisions.
The reversal i the conclusions stems from the opposite character of the
problem. Failing to take protective measures is the irreversible action,
whereas earlier it was the health-related investment that was irreversible. In
practice, there is little dficulty in identifying which model is applicable.
al regulations pertain to the usual downward irreversibility case.
~euti~al firms will ‘make irreversible expenditures on their product
line in response to
A screening requirements. Chemical firmnswill make
irreversible expendi
in air quality in response to EPA air pollution
regulations, and enterpri
will make irreversible commitments to new
technologies in response to
A standards. To the extent that these capital
expenditures can ‘be au
but not decreased, the usual irreversibility
assumption regarding investment behavior will be applicable.

e initial safety c
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xt governed by eq. (7) follow many e
identical matter of interest is how these
increasing safety until marginal costs e
in the myopic case affects the policy
are perhaps most straightforward. ore severe losses raise the o
level by raising the immediate
the loss if the risk information is favorable (for yb).
uence of y, does not en
state a prevails.
Since the impact of the regulatory uncertainty is to lower the safety level
when compared with the myopic case, a greater weight on future payoffs (or
equivalently, lower r) will reduce the x$ value further. Increasing the
probability p of acquiring perfect information likewise will depress the initial
safety level, where the relationship between rg and p is convex. As a result,
the value of x$ will be lower when facing a probability p of 0.5 than would
the average safety level observed in situations such as the following. Consider
two scenarios in which it is equally likely that p equals 0.4 and 0.6,
respectively, where this p value is known before x0 is selected. Then the
average x0 level selected in these two cases will exceed the x0 value with p
equal. to 0.5. The situation most favorable to safety investments is that in
which the mean-preserving spread is greatest, where there is a lottery on the
extreme information probabilities.
The role of the risk 4 of adverse information is somewhat different since
altering the relative probabilities of the two states is a less neutral influence
than simply increasing the immediacy of information. Increasing the chance 4
that the risk will be viewed as more severe enhances the initial safety
investment incentives both by raising y’ and by reducing the likelihood of
occurrence of state b, where the irreversibility constraint is binding. The
relationship is also convex so that intermediate risk levels would have a
greater dampening e&ct on x0* than would a mean-preserving lottery on
extreme risk levels that were known before xt was selected. The greatest
impacts from the irreversibility constraint arise in the intermediate 4 range
since the firm cannot be confident that any safety investments it makes will
not be superfluous if the regulation is subsequently :-elaxed.
3.2. The expected value of petiect
One potentially attractive po
mation before establishi
additional medical resear
drug. If sufficient additiona
atory distortions coul
information is also of interes

information
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jmposed by the joint influence of the irreversible impacts of capital commit-

ments and the role of regulatory uncertainty.
before x0 is
Acquiring information about the true state of the w
, the x0 value
selected always has a positive value. If state a is the true
C'=
y,)
and
never
altered
thereafter,
can be selected app
y, if state b is the true state one can
yielding net benefits
attain net benefits W
The reference point for establishing the improvement made possible by
better information is the value of the net benefits W*(j) derived from optimal
decisions, which is given by

e attainable net benefits are a decreasing, convex function of the probability 4 that the risk is severe, implying that mean-preserving spreads that
lead to situations of increasing risk are prefeanable.Lotteries on more extreme
values of 4 reduce the losses from irreversible and superfluous safety
commitments. As with decisions affecting X& the greatest distortions arise for
intermediate values of 4. The value of W*(y3 will also typically be positively
related to the chance p of acquiring risk information?
The expected value of perfect irnformation (EVPI) about the true state is
given by
EVPI=qW*(y,)+(l-q)W*(y,!-

W*(j).

Of primary interest here is the role of the two lotteries in influencing EVPI.
One’s intuition might suggest that the value of information would rise as
the severity of the risk (measured by q) was increased. The actual impact is
in the opposite direction since the value of learning the true risk severity
state decreases as one increases the probability 4 that the less favorable state
Q holds. Since higher values of 4 raise the expected risk loss J and increase
the potential severity of the risk, there is some basis for expecting that higher
4 values would boost EVPI. The opposite result holds since the key issue is
not the risk’s severity but the inefficiencies resulting from irreversible
commitments before the true state is known. These inefficiencies only arise in
state b, so that any parameter shift that ma es this state less likely to oaur
reduces the potential efficiency loss, thus diminishing the value of risk
information.
The effect of higher val
of the probability p of acquiri
rmation
out the risk after x0 is ected is reducing the value of
2 If net
““‘I% result will always hold provided that rVo is sufficientlysmall, i.e., below the posi-kq[s--C(X(y,))--(1--x(y,))yJ+(l-q)[s-C(x
result that higher values of p raise W*(y3.See
‘2This result is predicatedon the
footnote 11 for tSe conditionsalder
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nefits are raise
resolved, then re
will reduce the potential value of prior information.
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ttery is
rapidly

3.3. Alternative adjustment cost cpswmptions
If present regulatory decisions had no defe
a myopic policy approach would be optim
regulating imperfectly understood risks hinges on the downward
bility assumption, whereby capital investments are presumd to
sible in the downward direction. This assumption is
the greater difficulties associated with reductions in the capital stock, but it
can also reflect the implications af other adjustment cost formulations.
An analytically tractable case is that of fixed adjustment Gosts cz!,associated with augmentations of the safety level should state Q prevail and ab
if it is desirable to reduce the capital level. Four capital stock adjustment
scenarios can arise. First, Zhese costs may be so large so as to prohibit any
alteration of xt whether state CLor state b occurs, in which case x8 remains
the safety level. In this case, the optimal risk level x0 is selected on a myopic
basis.
At the other extreme, the adjustment costs may be so small that it will
always be desirable to incur and revise the safety choice once the true state is
known. In this situation the net benefit function takes the form

where the adjustment cost parameters drop out upon dfierentiation by xor
and the optimal values Vz and Vt pertain to the situation in which the
safety choice is completely unconstrained. Initial safety decisions are myopic,
and all subsequent safety levels are set at the efficient values.
are the fixed costs that are incurred and any losses from b
regulatory stringency on the expected safety loss rather than on the actual
level that will be expected once the true state is known.
The irreversibility assumption apllroach is consistent with a fixed cost
formulation if a, is not large enough to make alterations in
ab is sufficiently large to prevent changes if state b occursb
net benefit function is identical to that in e
the a, term, or

where the safety level i
out upon differentiation by x0,
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more general situation in which it is always desirable to i
adjustment costs if state a occurs, but the adjustment costs in
any safety capital shifts. These downward adjustment costs may inc
fixed and variable components so long as they are sufficient to discourage
any change in the state b safety level.
the upward irreversibility a
ption in terms of a fixed
cost model is quite similar. igh values of aa that prevent
a
increases in investments and low values of ab that permit decreases will
generate situations with the general character of the upward irreversibility
model.

n the standard approach to regulation of risks that are not well
understood, policy-makers err on the side of over-regulation. For U.S.
regulatory agencies, the usual objective is not even to balance benefits and
costs with myopic policies that ignore future opportunities for information
acquisition. Typically, the approach is much more extreme as there is an
effort to eliminate all significant risks and, in the case of air quality,
standards to provide a ‘margin of safety’ below the no risk level. Newly
discovered carcinogens are also regulated quite stringently, usually to the
lowest measurable level or the lowest level that fms can afford without
shutting down the industry.
results presented here suggest that in situations of downward irreversi
the policy emphasis should be in the opposite direction. When safetyrelated investments are irreversible and there is a chance that the implications of the risk will become better understood at some future date, the
policy bias should be toward less stringent regulation. Many risks, particularly fundamental risks to the environment such as those posed by depleting the
ozone layer of the atmosphere, assume a quite different character. Failure to
take action now may lead to an irreparable decrease in our future wellbeing.
In such situations of upward irreversibility, more stringent government
policies
be desirable.
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